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Kiplinger's Practical Guide to Your Money: Keep More of It, Make It Grow, Enjoy It, Protect It, Pass It onDearborn Publishing, 2002
You don't need to know electrical theory to change a light bulb.  Why should you need to know financial theory to make money-smart   decisions?
You don't, says Ted Miller, editor of Kiplinger's Personal Finance   Magazine. As a journalist with more than two decades of experience at the   pioneer magazine of personal-finance journalism, Miller...
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Advanced Database Technology and Design (Artech House Computer Library)Artech House Publishers, 2002
Since computers were introduced to automate organization management,
information system evolution has influenced data management considerably.
Applications demand more and more services from information stored in
computing systems. These new services impose more stringent conditions on
the currently prevailing client/server...
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WordPress 3 Ultimate SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Most likely, today, some hacker tried to crack your WordPress site, its data and
	content. Maybe that was just a one-off from some bored kid. Just as likely, it was an
	automated hit, trying dozens of attacks to find a soft spot. Then again, quite likely it
	was both.


	Whether you've been successfully hacked already, else...
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Under AttackCelebrityPress, 2015

	The wording "Under Attack" implies a dangerous situation - one that signifies we are currently under assault. In this book, the Celebrity Experts® showcased are in the vanguard of protecting data and sensitive information under threat - the threat of digital information being made available to unscrupulous sources, and at times...
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Pro LINQ: Language Integrated Query in VB 2008Apress, 2009
LINQ is the project name for a set of extensions to the .NET Framework that provide a generic approach to querying data from different data sources. LINQ will premier in Visual Studio 2008, and will become the next must–have skill for .NET developers. For more information about LINQ, you can check out www.linqdev.com.
Starting with code...
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The Aftershock Investor: A Crash Course in Staying Afloat in a Sinking EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Advice on protection and profits in the short and long term future from the experts who accurately predicted the financial crisis of 2008, and who now have more detailed information about what is yet to come


	From the authors who accurately predicted the domino fall of the conjoined real estate, stock, and private debt...
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Data Mining Techniques: For Marketing, Sales, and Customer Relationship ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Fifteen years ago, Michael and I wrote the first version of this book. A little more than 400 pages, the book fulfilled our goal of surveying the field of data mining by bridging the gap between the technical and the practical, by helping business people understand the data mining techniques and by helping technical people understand the...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 DTSSams Publishing, 2000
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation Services  covers all facets in the development of data transformations with DTS. The reader will learn how to create each of the DTS tasks, both in the User Interface supplied with SQL Server and through the object model using Visual Basic or VBScript.
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Starting an eBay Business, 2nd Edition (Complete Idiot's Guide to...(Computer))Alpha, 2008
The buck starts here! 

 eBay® is the Internet’s premier auction site and everyone’s favorite place to shop. It’s also the place to start a business and make money from the comfort of one’s home. Completely revised, this new edition will help readers create the eBay® business they...
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IT Service Management Guide: Vol. 1Addison Wesley, 2002
The importance of IT Service Management is becoming widely recognized. Whereas in the 1960s and 1970s interest was still focused mainly on the improvement of hardware, and whereas the development of software was the major concern until well into the 1980s, the 1990s was the decade that saw the rise of service management.

For decades,...
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Economics DeMYSTiFieDMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	All the information you needâ€•quick, easy, and ON THE MONEY


	ECON. Do these letters make you sweat? You’re not alone. From college freshmen to PhD students, economics tops the list of panic-inducing classes.


	But help has arrived. Economics DeMYSTiFieD is a curriculum-based, self-teaching...
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Windows 2000 Active DirectorySyngress Publishing, 2001
Active Directory Services dramatically changes the way IT professionals design, plan, configure and administer their Windows NT networks. The primary benefits of Active Directory Services are its extensibility, scalability, and ease of management as compared to prior generations of Windows NT. If you are a...
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